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§o. Introd uction

In this paper, we present new examples of singular projective plane curves C C p2
defined over the eomplex number field C such that the topological fundamental group
7fl (IfD2

\ C) is non-abelian and finite.

The first example of a eurve with this property is the three cuspidal quartic eurve
discovered by Zariski in [11]. Let Co C pa be a quartic curve defined over C whose singular
loeus eonsists of 3 cusps. It is known [2] that any three euspidal quartie is projectively
isomorphie to the eurve defined by

The topologieal fundamental group 7fl (IP'2 \ Co) is isomorphie to the binary 3-dihedral group

of order 12 (cf. [11] [4; Chapter 4, §4]). In [1], Abhyankar studied the eomplement of
the three cuspidal quartic over an algebraieally closed field k of arbitrary characteristics.
He showed tha~ if char k =I=- 2,3, then the tarne fundamental group of the complelnent is
isomorphie to D3 •

It is only quite recent that we eome to know other examples exist. In [3], Degtyarev
has found an irredueible eurve of degree 5 with three singular points of type A4 such that
the eomplement has a nonabelian fundamental group of order 320. After this, some infinite
series of projective plane eurves with this property have been constructed by Oka [8] and,
independently, by the author [10]. However, the eurves in these infinite series should be
considered as offspring of the three euspidal quartic, because they are obtained as pull
backs of Co by certain branched coverings of the plane. On the other hand, the eurves we
will eonstruet in this paper ean be regarded as siblings of the three cuspidal quartie, as is
explained below.

From now Oll, we will work over the complex number field C exclusively. The funda
mental group always means the topological fundamental group.
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Let q and k be positive integers, and suppose that q is odd and > 1. Let F(s, t, x) be
the polynomial

F(8,t,X)
(S2 X + tq)2 - (S2 + t 2)q

52

(Note that (s2 x + tq? - (s2 + t 2)q is divisible by 8 2 .) We put weights to the variables as
follows;

deg s = k, cleg t = k, deg x = (q - 2)k .

Then F is weighted homogeneous of total degree 2(q - l)k. Recall that a genn of curve
singularity is called to be of type A q- 1 if it is locally defined by u 2 - v q = O. The main
result of this paper is as follows:

Theorem. Let S(~o, ~I, ~2), T(~o, ~1, ~2) and X(~o,6, ~2) be general homogeneous poly
nomials oE degree k, k and (q - 2)k, respectively. Let C(q, k) C Jp2 be tbe curve of degree
2(q - l)k defined by the homogeneous equation

Then the singular locus of C(q, k) consists of (2q - 3) k 2 singular poin ts oE type A q-1, and
the fundamental group 1rdIP2

\ C(q, k)) is a central extension of tbe dihedral grau]) D q

oE order 2q by the cyc1ic group Z/(k(q - 1)). In particular, 1r](Ip2 \ C(q, k)) is finite and
non-abelian.

Actually, we are going to describe the structure of 1r] (IP2
\ C(q, k)) completely as a subgroup

of GL2 (C).

The curve C (3, 1) is the three cuspidal quartic. Thc curves C (q, k) (k ~ 2) can be
obtained from C(q, 1) by the method of [10]. So the essentially new part of Theorem is
the construction of C (q, 1) with q odd integer 2:: 5.

The idea of the construction sterns froln the following observation due to Zariski [11.
The three cuspidal quartic curve is an irreducible component of a reducible sextic curve
defined by an equation of the form ~~ + ~~ = 0, where ~IJ is a suitable homogeneous
polynomial on p2 of degree v, with the residual eomponent being a double line.

Let p, q be integers > 1 such that (p, q) = 1, and k a positive integer. Let f and 9 be
general hOlnogeneous polynomials on IP2 of degree qk and pk, respectively, and let C1,9 be
the eurve defined by fP - gq = O. We denote by G the group (a, ßlaP = ßq). In [10], it
was shown that the fundronental group 1r] (IP2 \ C/,9) is isomorphie to the group

( ab c I aP - bq
- c ck - e ), , - -, - ,

whieh is obtained by putting one more relation a pk = e on G. In partieular, when k = 1,
this group is isomorphie to the free product Z/(p) *7l/(q) of cycIic groups of order p and q
([7], [5]). The singular loeus of the curve C1,9 consists of pqk2 points at which C1,9 is loeally
defined by u P + v q = O. Inspired by the above observation of Zariski, we will consider a
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situation in which the curve C!,g degenerates into the union of a reduced curve Cl and a
non-reduced curve 1nC2 with multiplicity m ;::: 2. More precisely, we specialize f and 9 to
smX +Tq and smy +TP, respectively, where S, T, X and Y are general homogeneous
polynomials on p2 of suitable degrees. It turns out that, in many cases, 7f] (p2 \ CI) remains
non-abelian. Moreover, there is a surjection from G to 7f] (wa \ Cl), but the generators a
and ß acquire lllore relations than a pk = e in 7fl (r2

\ Cd. In the particular case described
in Theorem ~ that is, when p = 2 and m = 2 - the added relations are so imposing that
the quotient 7f] (p2 \ CI) becomes finite. Moreover, the curve Cl does not acquire any other
type of singularities than those of C!,g •

The main tools of the calculation of 7fl (1P2
\ C(q, k)) are the weighted Zariski's hyper

plane section theorem [10; Theorem 1], and the generalized Zariski-Van Kampen's theorem
[9; Theorem 2]. The main theorem stated above is obtained by combining Propositions 2
and 3 in sections 3 and 4.

Acknowledgolent. The problem to search for the singular projective plane curves
whose complements have non-abelian and finite fundamental groups was suggested by
Professor M. Oka at the workshop on "Fundamental groups and branched coverings" held
at Tokyo Institute of Technology on Decelnber 1994. The author would like to thank hirn
for stimulating discussions.

Part of this work was done during the author's stay at Max-Planck-Institut für Math
ematik. He thanks to people at this institute for their warm hospitality.

Con yentians

(i) Let a and ß be paths in a topological space. We define the product of a and ß
in such a way that aß is defined if and only if the ending point of a coincides with the
starting point of ß.

(ii) In order to distinguish various affine spaces, which will appear during the course
of the discussions, we write the affine coordinate(s) of thc space at the bottom of the llaJ11e
of the space. For example, A~ denotes an affine line with an affine coordinate u (that is,
a u-line), and A(u, v) is the affine plane A~ x A~.

(iii) A loop in a topological space is represented by a continuous map from the circle
{eiD E lCIß E IR} with the base point 1 and the counter-clockwise orientation. For example,
instead of denoting a loop [0,1] -t A(u,v) in such a way as t I-t (u, v) = (e2rrirnt, e2rrint), we

simply write a loop (eirnD einD) on A2
, (u,v)"

§1. The deflning polynomial of the curve

We consider a more general situation than the one clescribed in Theoreln.

Let F( s, t, x, y) be the polynomial

F(s,t,x,y)

3
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where p, q and mare integers > 1 such that (p, q) = 1. Let k and I be positive integers
such that pI ~ mk and qI ~ mk. We put weights to the variables as follows;

deg s = k, degt = I, deg x = ql - mk and deg y = pl- mk. (1.2)

Then the polynomial F becomes weighted homogeneous of total degree pql - mk. Let
S(~o, ~t, E2), T(Eo, ~t, E2), X(Eo, Et, E2) and Y(Eo, EI, E2) be general homogeneous polynomi
als of degree k, l, ql- mk and pl- mk, respectively. Substituting s, t, x, y with S, T, X, Y,
we get a homogeneous polynomial F(S, T, X, Y) of degree pql- mk in variables (Eo, EI, E2)'
Therefore, we get a projective plane curve

c {F(S, T,X, Y) = O} c

of degree pql- mk. Trus C is the main object of the investigation in this article. We shall
give a group presentation of the fundamental group 7fl (p2 \ C) in section 2. In section
3, we shall investigate the structure of this group under the assumptions p = 1n = 2 and
k = 1. In section 4, we shall study the singularities of C under the assumption p = m = 2.

§2. Group presentation of 7r1 (p2 \ C)

Let U C A(s,t,x,y) be the cOlnplement of the hypersllrface l:j := {F(s, t, x, y) = O}.
Then the multiplicative group Gm of nou-zero cOlnplex numbers acts on U by the weights
(1.2); that is,

because F is weighted homogeneous nuder the weights (1.2). Let

be the natural homomorphism induced by this action. Let J1 and v be integers such that
flP + vq = 1. (Recall that p and q are supposed to be prime to each other.)

Proposition 1. Tbe fundamental group 7rl (U) is isomorphie to

and, under tbis isomorphism, tbe image of the counter-c1ockwise generator of 7r1 (Gm) by
p is given by ßql(ßllay)-mk in tenns of tbe generators a and ß.

Proof. The plan of the proof is as follows. Thc first projection from U to the s-linc A~

is a locally trivial fiber space over A~ \ {O}. Moreover, a general fiber is hOIllotopically
eqllivalent to the space

Alu,v) \ E, where E is the affine plane curve clefined by uP - v q = 0,
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and henee its fundamental group is isomorphie to (a,ßla P = ßq) (cf. [4; Chapter 4, §2J).
The kernel of the surjeetion (a, ßlaP = ßq) --+ 7Tl (U) indueed from the inclusion of a
general fiber into the total space U ean be determined by [9; Theorem 2].

Let pr1 : U --+ A ~ be the first projeetion. The fiber pr~1
( 0") over the point s = 0" will

be denoted by Uq • We put
U \ Uo.

Over A~ \ {O}, the affine hypersurfaee ~ is defined by (smx+tq)p - (smy+tP)q = O. Henee
there exists an isomorphism cI> from UD to (A~ \ {O}) x A~ x (A(u,v) \ E) whieh makes the
following diagram eommutative;

(A~ \ {O}) x A~ x (A(u,v) \ E)

This ~ is giyen by

pr] ~

A; \ {O}.

../ the first projection (2.2)

We put

(s,t,x,y)

(s, t, (u - t q)/ sm, (v - tP)/ sm)

(s,t, (smx+tq,smy+t p))

(s,t, (u,v)).

where 4>8: UD --+ A~ \ {O}, <Pt: UD --+ A: , <Puv: UD --+ A(u,v) \E.

Then we have an isomorphism

indueed by cI>. As a base point b, we ehoose

b = (e, 1, I/e, 0) E U~ C UD C U

where e is a small positive real number. Then we have

4>8(b) = e and ePuv(b) = (1 + em
-

1
, 1).

We shall write down explicitly the isomorphisms

7fl(A~ \ {O}, 4>8(b))

tr] (A(u,v) \ E, <Puv(b))

where

Z, and

G(p, q),

G(p, q) := ( a, ß ! a P =ßq ) •
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As usual, for 7rl (A~ \ {O}, cP!J(b)) "J Z, we take the homotopy equivalence dass of the
loop S = teilJ on A~ \ {O} as a positive generator 1 E Z.

For the second isomorphism, whose proof can be found in [4; Chapter 4, §2], we
consider the second projection Pv : A(u,v) \ E -t A~. The fiber p;J (1) is, by the first

projection, identified with the u-line A~ minus the p-th roots of unity. For each integer j,
we put ,

a·
)

[w(j )1](j)W(j) - J] E 7rJ (p~l (1), <Puv(b)),

where w(j): [0,1] -t p;1(1) and ry(j): [0,1] -t p;1(1) are the paths given below. (Here
p;l (1) is regarded as a Zariski open subset of the u-lille.)

w(j)

1](j)

u = (1 +E m -1 ) exp (27rij tl / p ),

u = (1 +exp(27rit2 )E
m

-
1 ) exp(27rij /p).

These aj generate 7rl (p;l (1), q,uv(b)). Then the inclusion p;;l (1) Y A(u,v) \ Einduces
a surjective homomorphism on the fundamental groups by [6; Lemlna 1.5(C)], because
A~ is simply connected. We denote by aj E 7r1 (A(u,v) \ E, <Puv(b)) the ilnage of aj E
7rl(p;l(l), <Puv(b)). We put

a := aq-l aq-2 al ao, and

ß := ap_] ap-2 a1 ao·

Then we get the identification

7r] (A(u,v) \ E, cPuv(b)) = (aj (j E Z) I aj+q = aj, aj+p = ßajß-l for all j E Z )

= (a, ß I aP = ßq) = G(p, q),

(cf. [4; Chapter 4, §2]). Note that we have

where I-lP + vq = 1, (2.4)

(cf. [ibid.]). Combining these isomorphisms and (2.3), we have fixed an isolnorphism

(2.5)

Consider the fiber pr11(E) = U~, which contains thc base point b. By (2.2) and (2.3),
the image of the natural homomorphism 7rl (U~, b) -t 7T"1 (UD, b) induced by the inclusion
can be identified with the subgroup {O} x G(p, q} of Z x G(p, q} via (2.5). Note that, by
[6; Lemma 1.5(C)], the natural homomorphisln 7r] (U~, b) ::: G(p, q) -t 7r1 (U, b) induced by
the inclusion is surjective, because A; is simply connected. We shall detennine the kernel
of this surjection.
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Claim 1. The open disk

1) = { (z,1,1/c,0) Izi < 2c} c

is contained in U.

Proof. On the hyperplane defined by s = 0, the hypersurface L: n {s = O} C A(t,x,y)
is defined by pxtq(p-]) - qytp(q-]) = 0. The intersection point (0,1, 1/c, 0) of 1) and
{s = o} does not satisfy this equation. When s i= 0, the hypersurface L: is defined by
(sm x + tP)q - (sm y + tq)P = 0. Putting s = z, t = 1, x = 1/c and y = 0, we get
(zm /e + 1)q - 1 = 0. Since m 2:: 2, this equation does not have any roots in °< Izl < 2e,
because e is small enough. Hence we get 1) n L: = 0. 0

Claim 2. The kerne] of the surjective bomomorphisll1 7r] (U~, b) r"V G(p, q) --+ 7T'] (U, b) is
generated by tbe set

1vbere ao = ßlla JJ by (2.4).

In other words, 7T'] (U, b) is isoluorphic to the maximal quotient group of G(p, q) such that
the image of alf is contained in the center.

By this claim, the first assertion of Proposition 1 will be proved.

Proof. Let.6.:= { s ; Isi< 2e} C A ~ be the open disk on the s-line wi th the origin°and the radius 2e. Let U,6. be pr1] (.6.). Since pr] : U --+ A~ is a locally trivial fiber
space over A; \ {O}, U,6. is a strong deformation retract of U. Therefore the inclusion
U,6. '-1 U induces an isomorphism 7r](U,6.,b) ~ 7T'](U,b). Thus it is enough to consider
I<:er (7T'] (U~, b) --+ 7[] (U,6., b)).

Note that, by Claim 1, the projection pr] : U --+ A~ has a section

(J : s I----t (s,1,1/e,0)

over .6. passing through the base point b. We put .6. x := 6. \ {O}. By the section (J,

the group 7T'] (.6. x, e) acts on 7T'] (U~, b) in a natural way, because pr] : pr11 (.6. X) --+ 6. x

is a locally trivial fiber space. Let ( E 7T'] (~ x , c) be the counter-clockwise generator of
7T'] (.6. x, e) ~ Z, and let I t-t (. (,) denote its monodromy action on / E 7T'] (U~, b). By [9;
Theorem 2], the kernel of 7T'l (U~, b) --+ 7T'l (U,6., b) is generated by the set

There is an isolDorphism \l1 from pr~] (.6. X) to .6. x x U~ which makes the following diagralu
cOlnmutativej

pr] ~

7
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This W is giyen by

(s, t, x, y)

(s, t, emx' / sm, emy, / sm)

(s, (c, t, smx/cm, smy/em))

(s, (e, t, X', y')).

Hence the fiber structure of prI : pr11
( ß X) -t ß x is trivial. However the motion of

the base point causes a non-trivial monodromy action of 1r1 (ß X) on 1r1 (U~). We let the
generator ( E 1r1 (ß x, c) be represented by the loop ee t9 on ß x. The iluage of this loop
by the morphism

w---+ .6. x x U~ u~

is the loop (c, 1, eim9
/c, 0) from b to b. Let '( E 1r] (U~, b) be the homotopy equivalence

class of this loop. By Lemlua belo~, the action , I--» (* (,) is giyen by (* (,) = '(-1 . , . (.
We shall write down the image of ( by the isomorphism 1r1 (U~, b) f"V G(p, q). The image of
the loop (e, 1, eim9

/ e, 0) on U~ by cPuv Iu~ : U~ -t ACu,v) \ E is the loop (1 + em
- I eim9

, 1)
on ACu,v) \ E, which is nothing but the loop (1](o))m. This represents aöl E G(p, q). Thus
we get

and the proof of Claim 2 is completed. 0

Lemma. Let (V, bv ) and (W, bw) be topological spaces wit11 base points. S-uppose that
we are given a section er : V -t V X W of the first projection V x W -t V SUdl tbat
er(bv ) = (b v ,bw ). Then the action of a E 1r1 ('I, bv ) on , E 1r1 (111, bw ) induced by this
section is given by r f---t 0:-1 . r . a, whcre 0: is the image of a by tbc hOlllomorphism
1f1 (V, bv ) -r 1r1 (W, bw) induced fronl tbe composition of tbe section er : 'I -t V X H1 aJld
tbe second projectiol1 prz : V x W -t W. 0

Next, we will investigate the iInage of p : 1r] (Gm) --+ 1f] (U) induced by the action
(2.1). By Claim 1, the loop (ce t9

, 1, 1/c,O) on U O represents an element of the kernel
of the homomorphislu trI (UO, b) -t 1rr (U, b) induced by the inclusion. By rPuv : UO -t
A(u,v) \ E, this loop is mapped to the loop (1 + em- 1 eim9 , 1), which represents aü E

1T"1(ACu ,v) \ E,cPuv(b)) f"V G(p,q). The image of the class of this loop by rP8* : 1rr(UO,b) -t

1r] (A~ \ {O}, </>8(b)) is obviously the generator 1 E 1r1 (A~ \ {O}, e) f"V Z. Thus the loop
(ee i8

, 1, 1/e, 0) represents (1, aü) E Z X G(p, q) via the isomorphism (2.5). Hence we have
shown that

(2.6)

Since UO C U is invariant under the action (2.1) of Gm, there is a natural homomor
phism 1rr (Gm) --+ 1f) (UO), which factors p. In order to determine the image of 1rr (Gm) -t

1r] (UO) f"V Z x G(p, q), we choose another base point

c:= (1,0,R,O) E UO
,
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where R is a positive real number large enollgh.

Remark. A path from c to b in UD induces an isomorphism 'TrI(UD,C) ~ 'TrI(UD,b),
which depends on the hOlnotopy dass of the path. However, the irnage of 1 E Z "-I 'TrI (Gm)
in 'TrI(UD,C) always corresponds to the image of 1 in 'Trl(UD,b), whatever choice we may
have made on the path, because the image of 'TrI (Gm) --+ 'TrI (UD) is contained in the center.

The orbit of the new base point c = (1,0, R, 0) by the loop ei8 in Gm is the loop
(e ik8 , 0, Rei(ql-mk)8, 0) in UD, which is mapped by <Ps and <Puv to the loops eik8 in A~ \ {O}
and (Re iqI8 , 0) in A(u,v) \ E, respectively. The loop eik8 on A; \ {O} represents k E Z "-I

7fI (A~ \ {O}). Note that, by the definiti?n, the element ß E G(p, q) is, as an el,ement of
'TrI (A(u,v) \E), represented by the loop (eI8 (1 +em

-
l ), 1) on p~I(l). The loop (Re 1q18 , 0) on

A(u,v) \ E, which is supported on p~l (0), can be defonned to the loop (e iq18 (1 + em- I ), 1)

on p;I (1), which represents ßql in 7fl (A(u,v) \ E) 9=' G(p, q). Therefore, by Remark above,
the image of 1 E Z ~ ?Tl (Gm) in ?Tl (UD, b) is

Because of (2.6), the elements (k, ßql) and (0, ßqlaömk) are mapped to the same element
in ?Tl(U), Therefore, when we regard ?Tl(U) as a quotient of ?TI(U~) ~ G(p,q), the ilnage
of 1 E Z ~ ?Tl (Gm) in ?Tl (U) by p is the image of ßqlaümk E G(p, q). 0

Corollary. The fundamental group ?Tl (p2 \ C) is isomorphie to the group

Proof. Note that the affine hypersurface E is redueed. Therefore, by [10; Theorem 1],
when both of deg x and deg y are positive, ?Tl (p2 \ C) is isomorphie to the eokernel of the
natural homomorphism p : ?Tl (Gm) --+ 7Tl (U), and thus we get the group presentation of
71'"1 (p2 \ C) above from Proposition l.

In the ease when deg x = pi - mk = 0 01' deg y = ql - mk = 0, we eannot eondude
71'"1 (p2 \ C) ~ eoker p by applying [10; Theorem 1] clireetly. However, this isolnorphism still
holds in this case, as is shown below. Interehanging p and q if neeessary, we may assurne
that pi - 7nk > 0 and qi - mk = O. Let pr4 : U --+ A~ be the projeetion to the y-line. H

'T} =f:. 0, then the fiber pr.;-l ('T}) is isomorphie to pr.;-l (1). Indeed, the morphism (s, t, x, 1) f---7

(S'T}-I/m,t,X'T},7J) gives an isomorphism from pr41 (1) to pr41 ('T}). Henee pr4 : U --+ A~

is a locally trivial fiber space over A~ \ {O}. On the other hand, it is easy to see that

the hypersurface E n {y = O} = {F(s, t, x, 0) = O} in AC.'J,t,x) is redueed. Therefore, by [9;
Theorem 1], we see that the indusion pr41 (Tl) Y U induees an isolnorphism 7TI (pr41 ('T})) 9='
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?T](U) for 1] =f. O. On the other hand, the action (2.1) ofGm on U leaves pr;1(1]) invariant
because of deg y = O. Hence we have a commutative diagram

for (2.7)

Suppose that the polynomial Y, which is of degree 0 in this case, is a constant 1]0 =f. O. By
[10; Theorem 1], ?T](p2 \ C) is isomorphie to Coker (?T](Gm ) -f ?T](pri] (t]o))) heeause of
deg s > 0, deg t > 0 and deg x > O. Hence, by the diagram (2.7), we obtain ?T] (p2 \ C) ,.....
eoker (?T] (Gm) -f ?T] (U)). 0

§3. Structure of 11"] (1P2
\ C) in the dihedral case

The dihedral case in the title of this section is the ease whell P = m = 2. In this case,
q is an add integer q = 2r + 1 with r ~ 1.

Proposition 2. Suppose that p = m = 2, and k = l. Then the fundamental group
?T] (p2 \ C) is isomorphie to a central extension oE the dibedral group D q oE order 2q by the
eyc1ie group Z/ (k( q - 1)). In partieular, ?T] (IF2

\ C) is non-abelian and finite.

In this section, we use the following notation;

e(a) := exp(211"ia).

We eonsider the dihedral group D q as a subgroup of PGL2 (C) generated by

and [
e(l/q) 0]

o l'

Proof. Note that, in the case p = 2 and q = 2r + 1, we have ao = ß-r0: by (2.4).
Therefore, by Corollary of Proposition 1, the group 11"] (p2 \ C) is isomorphie to

Note that when k = 1, the relations (2) follows automatically from the relations (1).

Claim. Thc order of H(q; k) is at most 2q(q - l)k.

Proof. Note that in the present situation, we have deg y = O. Let Pv : 11"1 (Gm) -f 11"1 (U)
be the homomorphism induced by the action of Gm on U with weights (v, v, (q - 2)v, 0)
on the variables (s, t, x, y). Then H( q; k) !::=! Coker Pk holds for all k ~ 1, as is shown in
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the proof of Corollary. We see that Pk = PI 0 ak, where ak : 7fI (Gm) -t 7fI (Gm) is indllced
frOIn the Inorphism A r-+ Ak • Hence we have an exact sequence

Coker a k --+ Coker Pk --+ Coker PI --+ { I}.

Consequently the order of H (qj k) is at most k times the order of H (qj 1). Therefore, it
is enough to show that the order of H(q; 1) is at most 2q(q - 1). In H(q; 1), we have
0'2 = ßq = (ß-r a)2, and hence

ßra = aß-r.

Any integer n can be written as nq - 2nr. Therefore we have

(3.1)

We also have ßna-I = a 2n - 1 ß2nr, By repeating these transformations, every word in the
letters a±l and ß±l can be transformed into a word of the type a A1 ßN. Since 0'2 = ßq, we
can assurne that M = 0 or 1. Therefore the order of H( q; 1) is at most 2 times the order
of ß in H(q; 1). From the relation ß-raß-ra = a 2 = ß2r+I, we get ß3r+1 = aß-ra. Thus

ßr = aß-(3r+1)a = aß-r ß-(2r+I)a = aß-ra- 1 .

This implies

ßrq ß-rq -1 (-2)r -1 -2r ß-rq
=0' a =aQ' 0' =0' = .

Thus ß2rq = ß(q-I)q = e. 0

Consider the following two matrices in GL2 (C);

(

Ir
e(- + -)

2rk q
and B =

o
o )1 r' .

e(- - -)
21'k q

It is easy to check that

1
where c = e(-k ).

21' "

In particular, (B-r A)2 is contained in the center of GL2 (C). Hence there exists a horno
morphism

<p : H(q; k) --+ GL2 (C),

which maps 0: to A and ß to B, Let P : GL2 (C) -t PGL2 (C) be the natural projection,
Then the image of Po 'P, which is generated by P(A) and P(B), is the dihedral group Dq ,

Moreover, I(er P n Im <p contains a cyclic group of order 21'k generated by (B-r A)2 = cI2 .

Hence the order of H (q; k) is at least 2r' k times the order 2q of D q , Cornbining this with
Claim, we see that the order of H (q; k) is exactly 2q(q - 1)k, and <p is injective. The
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homomorphism Po 'P gives H( q; k) a structure of the eentral extension of Dq by the cyclic
group 7l/(k(q - 1)). D

§4. Singularities of the curve C in the dihedral case

Proposition 3. Suppose tbat p = m = 2. Then tbe singular locus of C consists of
(2ql - 3k)l points of type A q- 1 •

Proof. Let r be a eomplex parameter, and we denote by Cr C ~ the eurve of degree
2(ql - k) defined by F( S, T, X, r Y) = 0. Thus the curve C we have been treating is Cl.
We prove Proposition 3 in the following way; first, we investigate the singular points of
Co, and then we see what happens to these singular points when r beeomes a nOll-zero
small number e.

The curve Co is defined by the equation

It has two irredueible components. We put

Co(l) = {X = O},

Consider the linear peneil

and

D),. = {S2X + ATq = O}),.EIr

of curves of degree ql spanned by the eurves {S2 X = O} and {Tq = O}. "Ve have Co(-1) =
D 2 • The base locus of this pencil

Es = {S = T = O} U {X = T = O}

consists of kl + (ql - 2k)l distinct points. (Recall that S, T and X are general.) By
Bertini's theorem, except for finite values 0, 00, Al, ... , AM of A, the members D),. are
non-singular outside Es. Since T is general, we lnay assume that none of Al, "') AM
coineides with 2. Hence Co(-1) is non-singular outside Es. The interseetion points of
Co(-1) and Co(l) are also contained in Es. Since X is general, Co(l) is non-singular.
Hence we have Sing Co C Es. On the other hand, it is easy to see that Co is singular at
each point of Es. Thus we get

Sing Co = {S = T = O} U {X = T = O}.

Let P E Sing Co be an interseetion point of the curves {S = O} and {T = O}.

Clahn 1. Tbere exist a small open neighborllood .6. C p2 of P al]d a sma1l positive real
number r sucb that C~ has only one singular point in .6. for anye E C satisfying leI< 7'.

Moreover, the singular point is of type A q- 1 .

12



Proof. Sinee 5, T, X and Y are chosen generally, the eurves {5 = O} and {T = O}
interseet transversely at P, and both of X and Y are nOll-zero at P. Let (u, v) be Ioeal
analytic coordinates of p2 around P such that the curves {5 = O} and {T = O} are defined
by u = °and v = 0, respectiveIy. Then the defining equation of C~ Iocally around P is of
the form

where a and b are holomorphic functions of (u, v) corresponding to X and Y, respectively,
satisfying a(P) i- 0 and b(P) i- 0, and F(U,V,E) is a hololnorphic function of (U,V,E)
such that F(O, 0, 0) = O. Since a(P) i- 0, there exist holomorphic functions </;(u, v, E) and
'IjJ(u, v, E), defined locally around (u, v, E) = (0,0,0), such that

</;(U,V,E)2 = a(u,v)2 - Eb(u,v)F(u,V,E), and

'IjJ(U,V,E)q = -2a(u,v) + Eqb(u,v)vq- 2.

Weput
U=UcP(U,V,E) and v=v'IjJ(U,V,E).

Then C~ is defined by

Note that 8'ii

(

8u (0,0,0)
det

8v
8u (0,0,0)

8u
8v (0,0, 0))

8'V
8v(0,0,O)

0,

because of </;(0,0,0) i °and 'IjJ(0, 0, 0) i 0. This implies that there exist a small open
neighborhood ß of P on 1P2 and a small positive real number r such that (u, V) are local
analytic coordinates in 6. when lEI< r. Since the only singular point of C~ = {U2 - vq = o}
in 6. is the origin P and it is of type A q- 1 , we have eompleted the proof of Claim 1. D

Let Q E Sing Co be an intersection point of the curves {X = o} and {T = O}.

Claim 2. There exist a small open neighborhood 6. C p2 of Q al1d a small positive real
nmnber r such that, when E satisnes °< lei< r, then C~ has exactly 2 singular points in
6., and each oE them is oE type A q- 1 •

Proof. Since 5, T X and Y are chosen generally, the curves {X = O} and {T = O}
intersect transversely at Q, and both of 5 and Y are non-zero at Q. Let (u, v) be Iocal
analytic coordinates of 1P2 around Q such that the curves {X = O} and {T = o} are defined
by U = 0 and v = 0, respectively. Since 5 is non-zero at Q, the defining equation of C~
locally around Q is of the form
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where a and bare holomorphic functions corresponding to 52 and 5 2 y, respectively, such
that a(Q) i- 0 and b(Q) i- O. Since b(Q) =1= 0, there exists a holomorphic function b1/ 2

defined locally around Q. We put

d --- v
an v = b1/ 2 •

Then there is an open neighborhood ß C Ir of Q such that (u, V) is a local analytic
coordinate system on ß. In ß, C~ is defined by

Hence, if c is small enough and non-zero, the singular points of C~ in ß consists of the two
points

(u, v) = (0, M) and (0, -M),

and both of them are of type Aq - 1 • 0

By Claims 1 and 2, all singular points of C~ are of type A q- 1 when c is non-zero and
small enough. The number of them is

deg 5· deg T + 2 degX . degT = (2ql- 3k)l.

The locus of all T E C such that Sing Cr ,consists of (2ql- 3k)l points of type A q- 1 is then
Zariski open dense in C. Since 5, T X and Y- are chosen generally, we can conclude that
T = 1 is contained in this locus. 0

Now we can compute the geometrie genus g of the curve C in Proposition 3. It is
given by

g = 1 + 3k + 2k 2
- 3l - 4k1 + 212

- 6lr - 5k1r + 6l2
1' + 41 2r2

,

where r = (q -1)/2. In particular, the geometrie genus of the curve C(q, k) in Theorem is
given by

g = 1 - 6kr + k2r +4k 2r2
•

Hence, except for the case (q, k) = (3,1) of the three cuspidal plane quartic, the curve
C (q, k) is not rational.
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